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Board drops land issue
-

By JAN DICKINSON
In their regular meeting this past Monday, the Board
of 'l'rustees decided, among other isSUeS, to drop all land
condemnation proceedings against the WellsleyEdwards family.
At thew April 27 meeting last year, the Board instmcted the ~Ve'sltY fo begin 'Out ~ n d e ~ ~ t
P'oceedlngsatter me Wellsley-Edwards f m l declined
~
the school's otter to buy the 160 acres. Most of the
property m question is located across from Pete
Mathews Coliseum on Highway 204. 'fie use that the
Uruversity had planned tor the land was for the
relO~atlOnof the &11ege Of ( k ~ ~ ~ t i 0 Technology,
nal
as
well as a possible site for a larger auditorium.
Accordmg to Jack Hopper, administrative assistant to
the president, the reason given by the Board for dropping the court case is that it would be in the school's best
mterest. "It's a dead issue, he added.
Also on the agenda:
+Discussion concerning bids for the school's new

-

telephone system a project that's estimated to cost
near
....- $1.5 million
Discussion of a fundraiser for the College of Education
News of the two committees appointed in the search
process for a new Dean of the College of Humanities and
Director of the International House
ion
me appointment of a c o m t t e e to list priorities for
and new construction of facilities on campus
*Formal introduction of new football head coach
Burgess to the board and commendation of the
basketball team's achievements
*update of the rhool budget now awaiting legislative
action

*
*

T---

*

Also ascussed was the refinancing of a loan the
Uruverslty made 18 months ago when WJSU-TV was
purchased. Accordmg to Hopper, the initial loan was for
three years, and now a long-term refinancing of that
loan is needed.
The next regular meeting of the trustees will be late in
June.

Author featured at dedication
JACKSONVILLE- Nationally known psychologist Jim
McConnell, author of the best-selling textbook "Understanding Human Behavior," will speak a t
Jacksonville State University April 11 at 10 a.m. in the
auditorium of the new psychology wing at Ayers Hall.
McConnell's address, on the challenges of teaching
freshmen, w d highlight the dedication of the new
psychology wing.
'fie public is invited.
McConnell, who has been profiled in People, Omni,
American Psychologist and other national publications,
is known for hls unique, sometimes controversial approach to teaching.
He originated the famous experiment in which

plankton were taught to swim a maze. The worms which
succeeded were ground up and fed to other plankton
wh~chwere then also able to swim the maze. He later
published "Worn Runners Digest," a satirical magazine
on science, for 20 years.
McConnell, professor of psychology at the University
of Mchigan, believes in making learning fun. He asks
his own students to call him Jim (saying "that 'Doctor'
stuff is bull), urges them to phone him at home as late as
3 a.m., and provides hls textbook free of charge. The
flamboyant McConnell guarantees his students As if
they do the required work and Incompletes if they don't.
"Understanding Human Behavior" has been used on
(See McCONNELL, Page 7)

(Photo by Steve Gross)

The hand says it
David Carnes, right, owner of Crossroads, and another Jax State fan,
express their joy at the Gamecocks' recent NCAA Division II basketball

Outstanding students honored by Sociology Department
Each year, to encourage
scholarship and academic excellence, the Department of
Sociology recognizes its best
students through an awards
program. 'rhose ludged the Outstanang Student m their field tor the
academic year 1984-1985 a r e
Hlchard Srnoot: Candy Pt~rldle,

Aubrey Glllis, and Mary Vandagriif. components of the Deparlment of
Students chosen for this honor are Sociology--anthropology, geronnomnated and voted on by the tology, social work, and sociology.
taculty and are selected on the basis Awards are given yearly, unless no
ot scholarship, (the minimum distinguished canddates are forreqwement bemg an overall GPA thcommg .
ot 2.0 and 2.5 wthm the field),
Named as Outstandmg Student in
servlce and character. One student Anthropology tor 1984-1985 is
1s recogr!!zed Porn each o t the ko2x
Hrchmd Smcot. Richard's interest

in classical archaeology began
several years ago whnle he was
livlng m 'l'urkey. With an overall
GPA ot 2.S and a 2.80 m anthropology, he plans to enroll at
Auburn University h s fall to pursue
a program that wlll enable hlrn to
become an architect.
Candy Rlddls 1s the Uutstandmg

Sludent m tierontlogy for 1984-19&5.
Candy has complled an overall tiPA
ot 2.16 at JSU, with a 2.66 m the
department. Her mterest in workmg
wth the elderly can be traced to her
strong tamly ties. In a sense, her
college career is shared w~thher
great grandmother, who was herself
(See KHOLARb, Page :
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w r s by 4:00 pm, AI;I~~
4, 1985.
Applicants must have at least a 1.0
grade point average.
The following information, quoted
from the Communications Board
Constitution, should be noted by
those applying: "The Communications Board will screen,
examine, and appoint the editors of
student publications which includes

All candidates must have at least
me full academic year prior to
graduation to be eligible for conaderation. It is recommended that
the candidates for the editor of THE
CHANTICLEER complete JN303
preceding his or her appointment.
The editor of the MIMOSA must
have successfully completed JN304
before assuming omce. The station
THE CHANTICLEER, MIMOSA, manager must have successfully
PERTELOTE, and the director of completed Radio Broadcasting 453.
the radio station...Faculty advisors
Camhdates WU be tested and
for all .four publications will
examine all applicants for editor- Interviewed by the Fespective adw o r s after the April 4, 1985 ap
ships and the dim~t0rShlQ.
phcation deadline and will go before
Students applying must be the Communications Board on a
enrolled for at least twelve hoys to date not yet scheduled.

SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING A T

cy's Academy of Arts & Fashion
Macy Harwell, D~rector

20 East 12th St. Upsta~rs - Annlston. Alabama 36201

I

I

REGISTER NOW

Address

Tel. No.

Mail with $25.00 Registration
Pay Class Fee $10.00 Weekly

from, look into the Army
College Fund.
In a 2-year enlistment,
you could accumulate up to
$15,200 for college. In 3
years, up to $20,100, or in
4 years, over $25,000.
Find out how it could
work for you. Pick up an
Army College Fund booklet
at your local Army Recruiting Station.

SSG COTTRILL
Anniston - Ph - 237-6021
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Olympics is special for youngsters
it's all about" , shouted a F o u d
parent from the bleachers. (she had
to shout to be heard above the happy
bedlam.)
All the athletes emerged winners,
whether they beat the clock or
another opponent or not. The goal of
any Special Olympics is to allow the
mentally retarded the opportunity to

develop their skills and compete in
sports -an opportunity not afforded
until Eunice Kennedy Shriver came
up with the idea for the games. That
dream was made a reality in 1968,
when only 1,000 participated.
Seventeen years later, over one
million
athletes
participate
nationwide.

of
Government.
JACKSONVILLE- Dr. William C. Professor
Havard, J r . , chairman of the Umversity of Massachusetts, 1964 political science department at 70, and professor of political science,
Vanderbilt University, will speak at Louisiana State University, 1N0-64.
Jacksonville State University on
Thursday, April 25, at 8 p.m. on the
month, tours of Amsterdam, Paris, 11th Floor of the Houston Cole
Barcelona, Rome, and Geneva, Library.
museum entry fees, private dorm at
Dr. Havard's appearance is made
the university, trips to Cannes, possible through the Phi Beta Kappa
Monte Carlo, and Grasse, and Associates. He will also appear at a
assistance in pre-trip planning.
private reception hosted by Dr. and
For one month, students will at- Mrs. Theron Montgomery and the
tend courses ranging from In- Northeast Alabama Graduate
termediate French to Civilization Association of Phi Beta Kappa.
and Culture to Advanced Business
Dr. Havard's address at the
French. With classes held in the library is free and open to the public.
mornings, there will be plenty of
Dr. Havard has been professor of
free time for travel and excursions
during the afternoons and weekends. political science and chairman of the
deparlment at Vanderbilt since 1977.
A deposit of $200 must accompany
Prior to this appointment, he was
the application form in order for IET
dean of the College of Arts and
to make final plans. 'me other $2400 Sciences
and
Universitv
must be paid by May 1. Only four
~istmguishedProtessor at vlrgmlH
Havard
places are available, so interested
Polytechnic Institute an6 State
Hehas been a vlsltlng professor at
students should enroll now.
Umversity trom 1970 - 77, V.O. Key such places at the Unlv~rsltv
For more information contact C.L.
Slmpson in the foreign '-language
deparlment or at home at 435-7572.

Munich, Lake Forest College,
Amherst College, an Mount Holyoke
College.

The Special Olympics Sports
Festival, held March 22 through 25
at Fort McClellan, was not only a
wellattended success, but also a
first of sorts.
This year is the first that the
Sports Festival combined bowling,
gymnastics, and basketball. In
years before, the events were
&ranged dlfterently. In 1982, for

field with basketball in the Northeast State Basketball Tournament
and Track and Field Meet. The next
year, the events were divided into
separately-held events, to increase
participation. Last year, JSU hosted
the basketball tournament while
Fort McClellan held the track and
field events.
Probably the most movine
ceremony- associated with an;

held at JSU and comblned track and

and the swearing-m of the athletes -

By JAN DICKINSON

began around 7:30 on Friday nlght at
Mller Gym. After the Fort Mc(Jlellan Army band played the
national anthem, they broke into a '
rousmg version of the theme to
"Rocky. The Olympic torch was
paraded around the gym to the
clapplng of the two hundred or more
excited participants. "This is what

Trip to France planned
for this summer
By MARTHA RITCH

This summer, study at the
University of Nice on the French
fiviera. 'The trip is provided by
International Educational Travel in
co-operation with the foreign
language department at the
University of North Alabama.
Dr. Max Gartman, head of the
department of foreign languages at
UNA, along with C.L. Simpson,
foreign language instructor here,
will accompany the students on the
trip which will last from July 25
through August 25. Course credits
are avdable through UNA but
tuition costs are not included in the
$2600 fee.
The highest quality of service will
be furnished by IET. The fee covers
roundtrip air fare from Atlanta,
hotel accommodations, three meals
a day while at the University of
Nice, a free Eurail pass for one

SAF ACT- GMAT
6RE.LSAT.HAT
6RE BIO.TOEF1
OCAT*WMB1-2-3

SINCE 1938

Archaeology Club
plans program
'The Archaeology Club will meet at
8 p.m. on 'Thursday, March 28th, in
Room 331, Brewer Hall.

Keith Little will present a
program on "Archaeolog;cal Sites m
the Piedmont Area." Everyone 1s
mvlted

WE~~SHAMBURGERS

I

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
- .--

Professor Havard is the author or
co-author of The Government of
Louisiana," "Henry Sidgwick and
Later
Utilitariam
Political
Philosophy," "'I%e Politics of MisRepresentation:
Rural-Urban
Conllict m the Florida Legislature,"
"Louisiana Elections of 1960,"
"Government and Politics of the
United States," and "Peter
Odegard's 'fie American Republic.

ARE FRESH NUI' FROZEN.

CALL DAYS. EVENINGS 6 WEEKENDS

Cf'A*HCLEX-RW
SPLU)READIHG.NCB-1
ESL REVIEW-FLEX 1-2-3
INTROTO LAW SCHOOL

Rlmanenl Centers In More Than 125 Malor U S C111esh Abroad

For Inlorm8tion Aboul Other Centers
OUTSIDE # V STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

,

& APPLIANCE

NO

AIN'T

fri. 6 sat. 10:oo-12:w
Sunday 1 1:00-11:OO

-..
TOGO ANYPLACE EGE."

Now You don't Have To Drive TO
Anniston To Get your Favorite Video Movies.
We've Got A Large Selection Of
The Newest & Hottest Videos On The Market.

New Titles

1501 Quintard Ave.
Every Week For

5430 Pelham Rd.

e1 WHamhrger,k#5,&

~ 1 1 m m 1 1 1 1 1 1 m m 1 1 1m m 1 1 1 m m 1 1 1 1 m m m m

IWHcmb#gerI~l&
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Available Now
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I

Call Now For Reservatfons
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Frisbees

11

With Us!

Whoopee )

I Saturday, March 30

I

I

1:00 P.M. at IM Field
BANDS

Camp Brothers
Xauion
55db
TheFits Wizzard

I Arts Festival@--*Chalk

Drawing Contest

I 1009sOfGiveaways!

I
I

j
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Campus poet

Writing i s way of life for Richards
By VICKY WALLACE
For some of us poetry is difficult
enough to interpret much less write.
Dr. George Richards, professor of
English at Jacksonville State
University, is talented in both areas
and has been rewarded for his efforts. He recently had two of his
poemsyKinglets" and "Squatting in
a City Parking Lot on John Muir's
~irthday:'anda short story entitled
"Porcupine" published.

,, Dr. Richards conceived the idea of
Squatting in a City Parking Lot on
Jhon Muir's Birthday two years ago
when he just happened to be in a
parking lot arid a moth caught his
eye. After seeing this, he began
sketching the moth on a piece of
paper. Then he transferred what he
had sketched into words on paper in
poetry form."..but for a moment a
dirty sky, acres6f tarred fields go
wild. "
"Kmgletd'was the product of a
wlnter time experience a year ago.
He had built a fire outside and was
golng for a walk when he saw a trail
of dead kinglets. "I stopped and
looked very closely and I made a
dscovery ...'ah, the sublety of the
gods: on each, ,yawn, tiny red arid
yellow tlames.
His short story,"Porcupine,"teUs
the story of a group of people
gathered to help a friend whose
lover has just left her. By spending

the day with her, the people realize
that their very own relationships are
in the same shape.

DR. GEORGE RICHARDS
Dr. Richards sent both of his
poems to Arachne, a poetry
magazlne published in New York,
whle a fellow writer sent in Dr.
Wchard's short story to a Memphis,
Tennessee,litelary magazine called
Outlaw. Sicce literary and poetry
magazines can't be found in the
hlrary or stores, you must write to
them for a subscription. To write to
Aracbne, the address is Arachne, 162
Sturgens Street, Jarnestown, New
York 14701. Poans of Richards have
also been published in The Beloit
Poetry Journal, The Boston Review,
The
Greenfield
Review,

Salmagundi, Negative Capacity,
Poem and The Laurel Review.
Dr. Richards lives here in
Jacksonville with his sixteen -year
old son, Stephen, who goes to
Jacksonville High School. As for his
education, Dr. Richards attended
Harnelles College in New York,
Standord University in California,
and Duke University in North
Carolina where he received his Ph.D
m English. He taught for two years
at SkidmoreCollege prior to his
eleven years here at Jacksonvde.
In his spare time, he enjoys outdoor
sports such as hiking, canoeing, and
camping.
Dr. Richards teaches three advanced creative writing courses,
along with his regular Encourses. His advice to anyone who
mshes to publish a book, poem,
short story, or any other writing
project is "find a magazine that
sounds right and send it off."
He also emphasized taking
courses to help discover strengths
and weaknesses and what audience
they appeal to the most.
Dr. Richards said that he has been
writing poetry since junior high
school. "I'm more hterested in it
now then I was in junior high
school," Dr. Richards stated enthusiastically. Dr. Richards said he
definitely plans to write and publish
more poems and put them in a book
starting minimester.

Wednesdag
JSU Gamecocks
Celebration

Thursdav
Greek Week
Arm Wrestling

7:00 P.M.

6:OO P.M.

3 For 1 Special
9:oo- 10:oo

-

I

April 3
Showtimes: 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
$rd Fldor TMB

MILLER NITE

50eDraft

Presentation of
Greek Week
Trophies

ALL Night Long!!

50

25Wraf t
8:oo- 10:oo

M

~ ~ Ui g Life
h
~

T-shirt

'Dam ocles' Band
$1.00 Cover

Giveaways

-

TUESDAY, APRIL 2nd TANNING CONTEST CONTINUES!!!
2nd Prize - $50

3rd Prize - $25

I
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Announcements
--

AAA plans
B-B-Q
The AAA will be having a

w-b

que on Saturday, April l3th, at 2:30
on "The Rock" behind Pannell Hall.
See
AAA member for information. Tickets are $2.00.
There will be a meeting oaf the
On meshy April
at 6:30
p.m. Room 325 Bibb Graves.
Elections will be held for next
smester.

Scholarship
finalists named
The following hve students are
the finalists from this University for
the Professional Accounting
Scholarships awarded by the
Educational Foundation of the
Alabama Society of CPAs:
Jan Ingle Bishop
Karen Annette Carroll
Pamela Sue Coffelt
Richard Allen Ingram
Renda Denise Wade

Jazz Trio to open
for sympathy
The deadline for applying for the

is awarded to a *dent (at lea&
who meets the
junior
following qualifications: (1)must be
an ~
~ ma,or;
~
c have
~ at h
least a 2.0 grade point average and a
2.0 in English courses.
Students who are interested and
galifidshould apply to
Clyde
in Stone Center. A selection
committee will choose the most
qualified applicant for me ~ a l v e r t
scholarship and choose a runner-up
to receive Scholarship.
the hgcsh &psrrment
Memorial

Sponsor Corps
announces pledges
The JSU Military Science
Department recently announced the
new Sponsor Corps pledges for the
Spring Semester.
The new sponsor pledges are Lori
Blakenshi~, Bridget Bray, Karen
Caldwell, Annie Buchene, Cathy
Edwards, Debbie Ellenburg,
Tammy Harris, Carla Merrill, and
Cathi Sigmon. As pledges, these
young ladies will be very busy
learning about their duties and will
help with various sponsor activities.
m e pledges were selected after
activities which began with a
reception held at Rowe Hall in
February. The reception was open
to all young ladies interested in

Went before an interview board
comprised of the Professor of
Military Science, the Cadet Brigade
Commander, the Sponsor cornand the University's
of Women. Final selection was
made after all board results were
tabulated.

Hea It h Fair
planned

JACKSONVILLE- Jacksonville
State University's senior community
'lass will sponsor a
health fair at the
of
On
April '*'om
a-m.p.m.

informational
The fair will displays,a free
number
tests,
Of
speakers, refreshments, and a
complete blood work for $11.
Participants
will
include
representatives from Parents
Anonymous, March of Dimes, and
local health care agencies and
practitioners.
Speakers will include Tom Wright
of Anniston, who will speak on the
Crime Stoppers program, and
Dr.Ellen N. Spremulli who will show
a film and deliver an address on
cancer.
For more information, contact the
College of Nursing at 4354820, Ext.
425.

categofies are poem and short
story. A twenty dollar prize will be
awarded for the best work in each
category. Original works should be
submitted to
(hie Blanbn,
Room 213, stone Center, or placed in
his box in Room 228. Works must be
received not later than 12 April 1985.

Socia[ Work Day
set for March29

-

JACKSONVILLE Jacksonville
State University,s
sociology
department and the Coosa Valley
unit of the National Association of
Social Workers will sponsor the
annual ~ocialWork Day at JSU on
the
Friday,
Houston
March
Cole
29 on
Library
the 11th
beginning
Floor of
at
March is recognized annually as
Social Work Month.
~ a t Sawyer,
h ~
president of the
Alabama chapter of NASW,will be
the featured
Recruiters
from graduate schoolsof social work
at the University of Alabama,
Florida State University, University
of Georgia, and the University of
Tennessee will share information
their
The meeting will feature a
workshop on current issues faced by
professional social workers.
Another workshop will present in-

Omega week
success~ul
On Monday March 18th the
Brothers of Omega Psi Phi
fiakrnity I~c.,Theta Eta Chapter
held the opening of their
b e g Week The week open"
with a semi-formal Greek mixer
which was held in Leone Cole
auditorium. All the fraternities and
sororities
campus were invited,
sisters.
dong with their
m a d a y a pool party was held at the
coliseum and on Wednesday, m e
brothers held a unique Greek show
free of charge on the rock. The
Greek
Ladies of show
Omega held
in their
Leone
own Cole
foxy
auditorium on Thursday night. To
cap off the week, the brothers held
their annual Omega picnic at
~~~~~~i~ springson saturday
afternoon. Omega week was
another great success thanks to all
of those who supported us.

William 0 N o l a
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McConne"

(~tinuaifrmmgel)
McConnell says he will "cajole,
campuses (including JSU) and has
sold nearly a million copies, making trick, force, coax-anything to get
it one to the top five best-selling students to learn.
college texts. PBS has made the
"I walked into a video game arbook a part of one of its telecourses. cade recently and the kids were
McConnell said he drew upon paying money to learn memory,
more than 2,000 other books to write handeye cooridination and perhis own, then asked his students for ceptual skills, and having one hell of
feedback while revising.
a time. Next I walked into the
"Their feedback taught me that library and the students looked
writing for introductory students is bored and apathetic. Why does
quite different from writing for one's education have to be dull?
peers. A textbook shouldn't be
McConnell, who holds a Ph.D. in
judged on how difficult it is to interpret. It should cater to the psychology from the University of
student. That's what teaching is all Texas, will reveal to educators how
not to be boring.
about," he said.

scholars

(Continued from Page 1)
unable to attend college, but who has 3.00). Mary is the reci~ientof the
inspired Candy to "Gish college tor
Sociology ~ c h o l a r s himember
~~,
of
Who's who m American COW
myselt and tor her."
and Universities, a certified Monm e Uutstandmg Student m social tam,, pre-school teacher, and an
Work tor 1984-1985is Aubrey G u s .
gardener and muslaan.
A transter to JSU from Auburn,
In addition receiymg a letter Of
Aubrey has an Overall lipAOf 2.087 congratdatlons bom the &part
hIS
wme acqulrmg a pertect
ot Sociology aM an Awmd
social work courses. Aubrey has ment
CertltlCate* each recipient
been very actlve m work wth exhavmg ha 1 her name
ceptional chldren, both as member engraved on a Plaque that
on
Of the
the
permanent &splay on the third floor
Sudent
'Or
Excep~oM1 ot Brewer Hall. Honorees wlll also
and as the state Semetary be the guests ot honor at the annnual
tor the Alabama Federation of Sociology Awards Banquet,
student COunclls tor ExeepUoM1 scheduled tor Aprll 4, i w , at 6:30
Children.
p.m., at the Baptist Campus
MB~Y Vanda€T*t 1s the OutMln~stries. 'l'he hatured speaker
Standing Student m Soclolog~for mll be Joy Turner, a former
1984-1985. A native Kansan, Mary 1s recipient ot the Uutstandmg Student
a Wlte (husband m n ) , mother of in Sociology Award and presently a
grown), and
graduate student m soclolo€T at
(overall GPA-2.75, m sociology- Emory University.

Molloy

(Continued from Page
- 2)

Molloy went on to say that sales
women who wear skirted suits
average 40 to 60 percent more sales
than non-skwted suit women. He
suggests women wear wool, woollook, or pmstripe suits, and silk and
alk-look blouses. He also suggests
that
not wear
Or
corduroy suits.

sgnals to his or her associates.
Women should never wear a skirt
and jacket because
present me
same negative image that a man
wearm
and a sportscoat

pesents.

Before cmcludag, John Molloy
gave suggestions for what to wear
when mterviewmg for a job. Women
should wear a skrted suit and
General suggesbons for men and pumps. Men should wear simple
women include not wearing gar- striped and conservative colors in
Of
patterm; men
thew suits as well as a simple belt.
not wear hght blue suits and women .me s,t should be
should
avoid D W D ~ ~and
S reds. Each
People should r e m e d r that
of the above'colbrs draws attention
to the wearer and sends negative power IS passed on,and leadership

attracts talented people. According
to Molloy, the rule of the game is to
"follow the leader" and the main
mstake during the first year on the
job is attitude.
Molloy left the audience with a
parting thought, "I (audience
member) deserve a chance at the
best and I will try."
Molloy's speech was sponsored by
the %A Lyceum Committee in
conjunction mth a career fair with
the Career Development and
Counseling Service.

-

Announcements

HPD to hold job
int e rv iews
The Huntsvffle Police Department
wffl be recruiting at the College of
c-d
Juaice Monday, ~ ~ 8
from 1 0 : ~a.m.
hterested applicantl should check in
Dean Barker's office for the
locations of the interviews.

- l:rnnm,

Anyone with prior parachutting experience interested in forming a club
should contact John a t 435-8920.

29 and 30. The Pre-championship is
Exhibition, Friday ~ r c 8
h mth
$3.00 adrmssion tor students and
$4.00 tor Adults. The Champlonshp
Exhibition, Saturday March 30,
Adrmsssion is $4.00 for students and
~&.wftor ~i d ~ l t s .
Along with the Southern Lancers,
the
JacksonvUle,
thereWlnterguard
be twelve to
other
Wmterguards in ~0mpetltl0n.

Seating is general admission
except
tor peterred
seatmg.
For
more mtormatlon
about
preterred
sponSOred Mar
seatmg contact Joe Hmlton, P.U.
Phi Mu Alpha and the "Marchmg BOX 4, Villa Hica, Georga sol&), or
~ o ~ ~ areh sponrorrng
~ ~ ~the~ phone
~ ~(404). 4Sg-XJ03.
.
1985
Winterguard
Lkcult
Champlonshlps
year.
Announcements should reach the
'l'he mmpetltion wU1 take place m Chanticleer office by Friday noon on
the Pete Mathews Coliseum March week preceding publication.
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Resume Service
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Proven Results
Fast Service
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e Style and Color
of Paper
In Choice of
Type Styles
.Cover Letters & Envelopes
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Access to Weekly Job Openings
Across The u s
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" JACK'SBIG BACON
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CHEESEBURGER
NOW ONLY $1.29

-

1
I
I

DEAL+--------@:
Jack's lOOO/o pure beef patty, topped wth golden cheese
and crrsp bacon plus lettuce, tomato, and
mayonnaise. Absolutely delicious!
Please present coupon when orderlng One coupon per person
per vls~tNot val~dw ~ t hany other coupon or spec,al order

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell C i t y

r

I

I
I
I
I

Expires: 4-3-85
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JACK'SBAKED I
. PrnATO
NOW ONLY 99C I

A hearty baked potato, stuffed anyway you like wlth
topplngs of your choice from our unique
potato bar.
Please present coupon when orderlng One coupon per person
per vls~tNot valid wlth any other coupon or spec~alorder

Jacksonville, L e n l o c k , A n n i s t o n & Pel1 City
Expires: 4-3-85

I
1

-

JACK'SBAKED I
POTATO
NOW ONLY 99C I

A hearty baked potato, stuffed anyway you ike wrth
topp~ngsof your cholce from our unique
potato bar.
Please present coupon wken orderlng One coupon per person
per vlslt Not val~dwlth any other coupon or special order

Jacksonville, L e n l o c k , A n n i s t o n & Pel1 City
Expires:4-3-85
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Call for openness
In search tor prexy
By GREG SPOON
It would seem that the I3oard of Trustees, the governing body of this
institution, would learn from past experiences that the public needs and
& m a d s to be kept abreast of vital decisions. At last Monday's
presidential search committee meeting the press was prohibited from
belng present.
Much has been said about the search for the president's being an open
selection process. Well, if the first substantial meeting is any indication of
the "openness" we can expect, we are in serious trouble.
Even though the committee has only begun its work, the press should
havebeen allowed to be present. To the knowledge of almost everyone, the
c o m t t e e did not discuss the personal character of anyone, but began
laymg groundwork for its selection-recommendation process. So what was
the big issue about not allowing press coverage'! Who knows?
Another issue which remains, or should remain, a concern is that of the
lack of adequate student representation on the committee. We students will
have only one bona fide student representative, in-coming SGA president
Mchael French, because out-going SGA president Phil Sisk will no longer
be a student when he graduates m May.
Some see Sisk as a second student representative, but in actuality he urlll
be an alumnus atter sprlng graduahon. How can a person who urlll leave
this mstitution represent the student body efiectively (or at all for that
matter)? 'me number of persons on the committee is relatively set.
Another student member, however, is a must. Students should express a
concern for more representation in the search process because no one
student can adequately represent over six thousand students. lAe faculty
representation ratio is much lower with three members. If the student body
~sto have the opportunity for input in the selection process, several
representatives m proportion to the enrollment and in proportion to the
representation by the faculty, staif and administration should be allowed.
Before the search process proceeds much further, some serious consideration needs to be given to these concerns.

Greek system offers benefits

Analysis of Vietnam
saddens and shames
By JAN DICKINSON
Big Brother is watching you. Or at least that's what many people say
about the United States' foreign policy. Gone is the watchdog attitude
toward the 'little guys' that Uncle Sam once took. Intervention in the
political machinations of countries seems to be the order of the day. It
seems that we would learn from our mistakes - otherwise known as the
Bay of Pigs fiasco and the Vietnam contlict (remember when no one dared
to call it a War?). With the ten-year anniversary of the fall of Saigon
looming over us, more and more literature about Vietnam is appearing on
bookshelves across the nation. So we read about "another generation's"
~rlistakes...while Central America threatens to become another embarassrnent to our new-found national pride.
Vietnam is a bitter pill, especially to those friends and relatives of the
58,022 Americans who died there between '61 and '75. It is bitter because
those people can see that the policy-makers of our nation have turned a
blind eye to the lessons that Vietnam teaches us. In an article in the April
edition of Vanity Fair, Pete Hamill, a former columnist for the New York
Daily News writes of the many lessons. "Vietnam should have taught us
that mmdless anti-Communisn is not a cause worth killing or dying for, in
a world in which Communism is hardly a monolithic force. We should have
learned that in a democracy such as ours, lying is fatal, whether to the
press or to the people or to ourselves. We should have learned that we can't
ever talk Inthe flowery pieties of democracy and freedom while supporting
a right-wing military dictatorship." Does this last sentence seem to apply
to Nicaragua? It should.
Even if Reagan justifies our nosing into another country's problems, he
should pause for a moment to consider the long-term history and
background of that country, not just events that have taken place in the last
decade. Once again, Hamill succintly states, "Americans should have
learned that before they go barging into some remote place in the world,
they must study its history. In Vietnam, the Americans were deep into the
swamp before they started reading Joseph Buttinger, Bernard Fall, the
accountsof the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu, the thousand-year story of
the tenacious Vietnamese struggle for independence from CAina. Yet in
Lebanon and Central America, less than ten years after Vietnam, the old
(See VIETNAM, Page 3)

By STEVE WOLISTEIN
An extremely important system which is grossly
rmsunderstood is that of the fraternities. Fraternities
have been under close scrutiny by the public at large,
because a few unfortunate events have occurred in
fraternities. True these incidents should not be swept
under the carpet, but they should not be the sole factors
the public considers in the evaluation of Greek fraterrtlties. The vast majority of citizens have never been
mvolved with the katernal process, thus they are
ignorant of the benefits a fraternity provides. The
fraternal system supplements a college student's career
by developing social graces in addition to academic
training.
Every fraternity chapter is unique in personality and
character. However, there are certain underlying
principles that govern them all. The most important
principle of any social organization is the composition of
its members. The brothers are a group of young men
who are bound together by a common goal, which is to
strive for excellence in their endeavv s. To insure that a
member will understand the princidles and ideals of a
chapter, he must go through a training process. This is
commonly referred to as pledgeship.
Pledging a fraternity is one of the biggest decisions a
student will ever make in college. Pledgeship is a
probationary period in which prospective members
generally learn about the individual chapter. From the
outside looking in, the public views this as a time when
pledges are subjected to mental and physical abuse.
Nothing could be further from the truth. If the
brotherhood respected a young man enough to accept
him then why would they want to subject the young man
to undue harrassnent? Furthermore, if a rushee is
sharp enough to draw the attention of the brotherhood,
why would he allow himself to be put through any type of
hazing? Pledgeship is a time when the prospective
member grows to learn and love the fraternity. After
successfully completing this probationary period, the
pledge is initiated as a brother in the fraternity.
The most important activity the brothers perform is
the weekly meeting. The meeting is run by the executive
council, which is the electedofficersof the fraternity. An
executive council usually consists of the following:
President, Vice - President, 'keasurer, Secretary,
Pledge Trainer, and Historian. These individuals pool
together in a think tank to establish the direction and
goals of the meeting. 'rhis is not to imply that the
executive council is a dictatorial power, but rather an
organizational group.
'me actual meeting too follows a democratic process
m which every member has a right to express their ideas
and cast an equally weighted vote. The purpose of the
weekly meeting is to inform the brothers of upcoming
events that week as well a s futwe activities. At times the
'

meetings get out of hand due to joking, however the
basic goals established by the executive council are
always accomplished. Each officer is individually
responsible for a particular duty and he is required to
report his progress for that week. The president does not
technically give a report, but realistically the meeting is
h s report. The vice - president is in charge,of recruitment, and he relays pertinent information such as rush
techniques. Another important job is that of the
secretam. It is his res~onsibiitvto check attendance
and to iecord the mee'ting in his minutes. The pledge
tramer also reports on the state of events for the pledges
and he is the mediator between the brothers and pledges.
Finally, the treasurer gives his report on the financial
status of the chapter. It is important to have a competent
and respected treasurer, because he is responsible for
the collection and allocation of monthly dues. There is no
organization that can properly lunction without a steady
source of mcome, therefore it is essential to have a
strong leader m this position. These weekly meetings
gve the brothers good experience, because they
resemble the basic structure of a business meeting.

Frats develop leadership
A fraternity is a vehicle that develops leadership skills
through involvement in a wide range of campus activities. The inter-fraternity council is a good example.
The inter-fraternity council is a body of representatives
from every Greek organization. It serves as an administrative and legislative body for all Greek
organizations. The delegates learn to work with members of different organizations on various projects. The
representatives learn to properly voice their opinions in
a manner conducive for a professional meeting. Interaction with members of different organizations is
excellent hands on training for communication skills.
A Greek organization provides the opportunity to
engage in athletic events, which requires teamwork.
This is a good way for students, who are not gifted
enough to play varsity sports, to remain active and
healthy via intramural games. Each fraternity
organizes teams to compete against one another. The
major intramural sports are football, volleyball,
basketball and softball. The competition is fierce and the
rivalries are exciting. These sports provide the members with an opportunity to get away from the books and
humdrum schedule of college life.
Greek fraternities are also involved in a host of
projects throughout the year. National philanthrophy
projects are a typical way in which fraternternities
benefit the community. Vast sums of money are
collected by every fraternity to help worthy causes such
as cancer research, multiple sclerosis and Red CYoss,
(Gee GREEK, Page 9) .
, , .

Low grade averages
curtail participation
in many actlvlt~es
By MARTHA RITCH
It they can't make the grade, they are getting booted out of extracurricular activities. In many high school districts across the nation,
students are bemg denied the right to participate in sports, drama, band,
and other nonacadermc programs because they can not maintain a "C"
average.
The logic behmd the rule is reasonable enough. Allow only upper grade
students to play ball, lay out the newspaper, march in the band, and act in
the play. In theory, the outcome will produce more competitive students in
both extra actinties and in education.
However, in practice, the theory falls short. Insisting on a "C" average
forces the student to choose between either education or the extra
programs which often fill the gaps academics fail to do. It's possible that
the requrement would create motivation in some individuals. On the other
hand, it could discourage those striving students who never quite make the
good grade, no matter-how hard they try. A "C" average ~sharder for
some students to achieve than it is tor others.
o
e x t r a c i c a r a t e be a choice o a students, o m
e
an honor awarded only to those who already excel'! In many cases,
students mvolved in several programs outside the classroom settmg have
an overall higher grade pomt average than those not mvolved. It makes
more sense to stress grades and at the same time encourage students to
parbcipate in extracurricular activibes.
Some restrictions should be made so that a student does not sacr&ce
grades tor game pomts. 'here are other ways of keepmg fundamentals at
the top ot the priority h t . Punish students in other ways rather than excludmg them completely t r m actlvlties. No one can disagree that
students are m school to learn. But there is more to a well-rounded
education than academcs.
Music, sports, cheerleadmg, student government, and all the other
hghschool extras otter sometlung algebra, social studes, and geometry
can't. They otter experience and allow mdvidual creativity.

Champs-ho w
By MARTHA RITCH
We are the champions! That is the
understatement ol the weekend.
Jacksonvde has known athletic
success betore, but never m the
kstory ot the university has the
basketball team brought home a
nabonal title. That Is, not until last
Sunday.
Atter wnnmg the NCAA Dlvis~on
11 championship in ~pringfield,
Mass. on Saturday nlght, and setting
their small, and usually low keyed

Greek

(Continued From Page 8)
just to name a few. These projects instill a sense of the Young man soon learns that he can Set goals and that
carmg and devotion to those less fortunate. Other he can accomplish them. Accomplishmg goals leads to
projects traternlties are constantly attendmg are self confidence and pride, which are both essential
National Conventions. The Conventions allow members factors tor success.
to meet their brothers trom all over the Umted States to
exchange ideas.
Success is evident

'I'hese conventions are crash courses in leadership,
motivation and dedication. Students trom all over the
nation tlock to a central location for one week. Every
minute of the day is devoted to the fraternity. Through
lectures, conferences and films, the delegate is exposed
to new concepts and ideas that will benefit his individual
chapter. 'rhs proves that the fraternal system is
powerful and constantly strives to achieve a higher
plane of success. The seeds of learnhg are planted in the
minds of the delegates in hopes they will return to their
chapters and bloom.
'Ime activities mentioned above give a brief analysis of
t$e work that Greek organizations are involved with.
However, fraternal life is not all work. The fraternity
hosts a wide range of events devoted especially to their
alumni. There are some parties designed to honor the
men responsible for the existence of their fraternity.
Typically it involves a banquet that honors the alumni
drectly responsibie for that chapter's growth and
development. This is a time when the brothers learn the
heritage and p r i n c w s upon which they were founded.
The caring and dedication shown by alumni participation proves that the fraternity is a lifetime experience. Other alumni activities involve formals, which
is a weekend of fun and parties, and retreats. A retreat is
a time when brothers from the same chapter get
together to renew their vows and faith in the fraternity.
These are inspirational times that perpetuate the love
and devotion to the chapter.

These assets are all tangible ones that can be seen and
touched, however they only begin to scratch the surface
of the true meaning of fraternity. A fraternity instills
responsibility. Responsibility is a stepping stone toward
success because it provides a job challenge that results
m satisfaction if carried out properly. The fraternity is
an excellent place for a young man tcr be put in a position
that requires this quality. With the help of his brothers,

The rate of success by fraternity men is evident. Over
sjxty-five percent of corporate presidents were involved
m a fraternity while attending college. This may be due
to the fact that fraternity men have a greater tendency
to graduate from college opposed to non-fraternity
students. This is not to say that every Greek member
w~llbe the president of a corporation, but it proves that a
fraternity is beneficial for overall success. The
fraternity member is a step ahead of the crowd when it
comes to knowing the right people in the right places,
because so many alumni are willing to do everything in
their power to help a fellow brother. Although it is
beneficial to have these connections, it is not the main
'benefit of fraternity life.
The most rewarding experience of a fraternity is the
love and respect the brothers have for one another. A
scared freshman quietly develops friends in the
katernity and he begins to grow closer every day due to
common interest. A young man starts to confide in
another his innermost secrets and realizes that he can be
natural rather than an actor. The bond of true
brotherhood soon develops and this once terrified freshman begins to broaden his horizons. He learns through
mteration that he must not only care about himself, but
care about others. 'lhe young man soon learns that he
can give and in return he will receive fruits of friendship
that have never before been tasted.
Along with this growth a young man learns to react to
various situations and how to deal with his problems. He
learns what makes people tick and as a result he reaches
self actualization. This is the point where a young man
begins to lead the newer members, because he too has
been in their frightened shoes. He earns the respect of
the younger member and in turn he begins to lead them.
This leadership skill blossoms into a positive quality that
urlll be beneficial to him for the rest of his life.
The bond of brotherhood is strong enough to end wars,
to dry tears, to mend hearts, and to soothe fears. It is the
first expkrience that,.will-Mthe Most remembered for a
lifetime.

sweet the sound

hometowr~ on tire, the JSU
basketball team pulled up to an
overtlowng, highly emobonal crowd
the tollowng atternoon.
It all
somewhere around
&turday night den, by way
ot
those tans unable to travel
to Sprlngtleld ( b u t nonetheless
dedrcated) roared wth excitement.
' h e game was everywhere, in
homes, m cars, and servmg a s hosts
to local Parties. 'fie mere fact that
the team had made it so far was big
enough news.
Everyone was prepared to be
proud ot the players and coaches tor
workmg so hard and m a b g it to the
hnal tour. vt c o m e , there was
always the strong hope that
Jacksonville would wm it all. But no
matter the outcome, the tans were
going to be loyal
When the buzzer sounded, luckily
hsappomtment didn't tollow. It was
a hme ot celebrabon tor all ot
Jacksonvdle.
'Then, through late ESPN
coverage ot the game, the
celebratmg conbnued. The game
was well worth rmssing bedtlme.
Even already knowng the final
score didn't stop the nall biting
anticipabon. It was a great game, as
spoken by a biased reporter.
The party started up one more

tune when the bus, complete wth
police escort, pulled around the
corner ot landon Ave. to tlnd a
cheenng crowd tormed at the tront
ot Salls Hall. Around 2:W p.m. the
University began to look hke an ant
hill as cars and people wandered
around waitmg thelr arrmal.
By word ot mouth, a small but
splrited band gathered together to
welcome m the champs wth the
tight song. Jomlng in with chants of
"We are Jax State" and "We're
number one" were students,
Paternities, merchant+, and taculty
- literally every type of fan.
Coach Bill Jones proudly held up
the trophy wrapped in the net, and
before the players could thmk about
getting thelr luggage off the bus,
there were autographs to sign, hugs
to give, and speeches to make. As
tired as the guys had to be, they
stuck around and ate up every ounce
of attention. After all, that's what
they had been playing for all along.
'l'he street party lasted a good
thirty mnutes. ' h e fans wanted to
hear from everybody, and wanted to
cheer and holler for each individual
player and coach. It was a touching
scene to witness, one that has never
been witnessed in this town.
A lot of the excitement has died
down, but the pride will carry on
through many years.

Hastings praises team
Dear Editor:
I've only have a few things to say,
and the first is "Way to go
Gamecocks." Winning a National
C3ampionship for JSU will mean a
lot of the University and the State.
It has been a great season and the
students who supported the team
really enjoyed it. ( ' h e rest of the
students who didn't, well... )
Good luck to the four seniors, Bret,

Vietnam

R. G., Melvm and Gus. It was a
great 4 years.
To the rest of the players who
remam, lets go back to Springfield in
'86. I'm sure Coach Jones and Hobbs
have already made reservations.

And the final thing is, good luck to
the Mens and Wornens Gymnastics
during the playoffs. Go Gamecocks.
Allen Hastings

(Continued From Page 8)
mstakes are general once more; ignorance is apparently invincible, the
American capacity for folly without limit.
Eventwithout flags snapping in the breeze, without a rumbling rendition
of the National Anthem that sends shivers up the spine, America still has
the capacity for greatness. But the strength of a nation lies not in military
force alone, but in the questioning voices of our past. It lies in the ability of
leaders to read and learn of the fallacies of America's past and apply them
to her future - wiwout. f e w .qf, bqing called un-American or proCommunist. America must learn that the 'little guys' have feelings, too.
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'Porky's Revenge'
e x p o s e s classics
Porky Wallace, the Angle Beach
Sik's
qltimate remesis. Newcomers
Those crazy kids from the wildly
misnamed Angel Beach High are lnclude Wendy Feign as Porky's
back for more fun and excitement in reavenous daughter, Blossom and
Porky's Revenge. Returning to Kimberly Evenson, Playboy
comprise the famed "Dirty Half- Magazine Septembber 1984 cover
Dozen, are Dan Monahan as the girl and Playmate of the Month, as a
chronically frustrated Pee Wee Swedish transfer student.
Morris, Wyatt Knight as prankster
Dave Edmunds' "High School
Tommy Turner, Mark Herrier as the
Nights"
will be the first single
laconic but fun-loving Billy McCarty, Tony Ganios as the amazing released from the all-star Columbia
Anthony "Meat" Tupperello, Kaki Records soundrack of Twentieth
Hunter as the playful Wendy Century Fox's new comedy. Porky's
Williams and Scott Colomby as the Revenge, is an unusual collection of
early rock n' roll classics recorded
resourceful Brian Schwartz.
bv George Harrison. Jeff Beck. Carl
Pee Wee, Billy and Tommy inspect a fascinatfng find
Also returning are those con- P"ererkinsr Willie els son, ~ l k e n c e
Itomtiel Century Fox's "Porky's Revenge."
summate "heavies- Nancy Parsons Clemons (of Bruce Springsteen's E
as Beulah Balbuker and the Street Band), The Fabulous supergroup The Crawling King Suede Shoes; The Fabulous Thunmountainous Chuck Mitchell as Thunderbirds and new mystery Snakes.
derbirds cover Stagger Lee;
Clarence Clemon belts outthe theme
Organized by Dave Edmunds, the from "Peter Gunn;" and The
Porky's Revenge soundtrack brings Crawling King Snakes, comprised of
together some of the rock world's Robert Plant, Paul Martinez, Phil
biggest stars performing cover Collins and Dave Edmunds, perform
versions of old favorites from the the version of Philadelphia Baby.
1950's and early 1960's. George
Harrison, formerly of the Beatles,
who has m t released a new recorPorky's new club will be a one
ding in five years, sings a version of hundred foot long three story high
Bob Dylan's previously unreleased paddlewheeler, built by Peter
tune I Don't Want to Do It;" Jeff Wooley from the foundation of an
Beck performs Santo and Johnny's eight foot barge. Until the movie is
Seep Walk, Willie Nelson plays his released the paddelwheeeler will be
redition of the Elvis Preseley known as The Ship that Dare Not
standard Love Me Tender; rock Speak Its Name. The inside of the
legend Carl Perkins (aided by ex- ship will be fitted with gambling
Stray Cats Lee Rocker and Slim Jim tables, a bandstand underneath a
Matrimony looms for "Meat" and Blossom, if Porky has his way.
Phantom) redoes his classic Blue neon guitar, slot machines, a very
By MICHAEL FRENCH

"We are
the world"
By MARTHA RITCH
According to L E E magazine, it
was "the world's most saious party" when performers came
together for a recording session
designed to raise money for the
starving people in Africa.
The hit single, "We are the World,
is a collaborated effort by Michael
Jackson and Lionel Richie. Quincey
Jones produced and conducted the
event. Record stores are having a
tough time keeping the record,
which debuted in Billboard at
number 21, in stock.
USA for AFRICA (United Sbpport
of ArUsts for Africa) consists of
almost 50 top stars. (Some invited
guests didn't show up). Of those that
ad, there are big names and
farmliar faces from each end of the
musical spectrum blended together
for a touching outcome.
Perhaps it is the song that lends
itself to the individual performers,
or perhaps it is the performers who
are able to adopt the song to their
own style without taking anything
from the rest of the group. Either
way the song is beautiful and an
inspiring tribute to the poor pebple

- a stag film - in
risque wheel of fortune and a full
bar. Hanging above everyone's
heads from the second deck is a
mechanical pig shaking its snout an
looking for all the world as if it is
about to leap off of its platform and
onto the bandstand.
Porky's Revenge promises to be
another mad-eap comedy adventure. It's all out war. Plots and
counterplots inevitably lead to an
epic confrontationbetween the Dirty
&lf-~ozenand their corpulent archenemy, with many surprises along
the way.
Porky's Revenge is a
Melvin Simon Productions and
Astral Bellevue Pathe Inc.
presentation for Twentieth Century
Fox release.

It's more than a four letter word

of Africa and America. It is hard to
sit through it and not be touched in
some way. Hopefully the effect will
inspire people to contribute further.
By MARTHA RITCH
All proceeds from the record,
Hopefully, the common opinion of
posters, and tee-shirts go to the non- jazz has recently taken a change for
profit organization of USA for the better. If the term "jazz" is still
AFRICA. The funds will then go a four letter word in your
towards the food and medical supply
listen again, and pay
needs of the country. A portion of. attention to what is going on.
the money will go to the starving
People of all ages and
backgrounds are getting into the
swmg of thmgs, so to speak. It was
amazing to see the mixture of the
crowd at a recent concert. It has
always seemed easy enough to pick
It is a great cause to bring the out a typical "jazzer." But those
stars together and a smart way to tlrnes have changed.
gain the money that is so
desperately needed. The emotion
People gathered early to line up
f l o m g &om the singers, as well as
for
an evenmg mth Al Di Meola,
the time and talent put into the
recordmg session, expresses their &to Morera and Phll Markomtz.
concern for the problem. The high Most of these folks were college age
sales proves the public is also in- and heavy duty beer drinkers.
Overheard conversations further
terested in the cause.
The money is not going into the revealed the diversity of the atpocket of some already rich tracted audience. 'Mo guys with
beer in hand and jazz blaring from
recording executive or performer.
Many people are buying the record ther pick-up truck, carried on an
strictly because there is a specific intellectual conversation about
cause. It is a project all the world botany. They were not rednecks,
can get involved in. And as the mmd you, just average college
record sleeve states, "By buying students in a somewhat diEerent
this record, you are playing an setting than usual. Then there were
Important part in the fight to end an the long-haired guys in flipflops and
on go@g tragedy that atfects all of faded jeans discussing the latest
techniques in architecture. There
us-because We Are The World.

Were some Uptown dudes arriving in
Mercedes, too.
Di Meola and his ar~t was
ticulate guitar techniques that attract& the crowd, And it was Latin
percussionist Airto Moreira and his
million piece collection of instruments that heightened the
performance. Markowitz tilled in on
keyboards, making the trio derive
the sound of a ten piece group.

This one concert
proved rhe reputation
of jazz has chunged
Dl Meola is well known and
respected by more than ]azz lovers.
HIS romantlc musical might attracts listeners of all kmds. His
rapid tingermg talent IS appreciated
by players m every area of the
music field.
' h e added treat for the mght was
placlng Ui Meola together mth one
ot the best multi-percussionists
around. Morera gets more ditferent
sounds out of a smgle tambourine
than many drummers get out of
ther drum sets. He had so many
"toysw to play with a attacked
them mth such a fierce passion the
crowd never lost enthusiasm.

~t one point Di Meola commented
on the excitement flowing from the
audience, "YOU can teu they are
serving alcohol here:."
It was true, but that wasn't the
reason for the ScreaXning, clapping,
and standing ovations.
This one concert proved the
reputation of jazz has changed. It is
not a form of music only musicians
can enjoy. Everyday, ordinary
people are discovering that even
music without simple words, with
more than three or four chords, and
mthout a monotonous beat, can be
fun to listen to.
Al Di Meola's frst solo acoustic
gutar album is to be released in
Aprll. Entitled CIELO e TERRA,it
mll feature Arto Morera on percusaon. It should be quite different
&om past albums where Di Meola
creates a more electric sound. If the
concert was a taste of what's to
come, the album d l be one of his
best yet.

m t e n tor some of Al Di Meola's
works on Jazz 'backs, Sunday
evenings on 9W. Then maybe you
can better understand the growing
fasunation and new outlook on jazz.
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Jenkins takes
another walk
In' the second volume of his
autobiographical travelogue, Peter
Jenkins, along with his wife Barbara, continues his captivating
description of our country's people
and places and the qualities of both
the people and places. He writes in a
realistic form that is easv readinn
for young and old people alike.
Through his miting, he gives us the
attitude which he developed about
with
our country that we can
each by. He learned that our
country is not a garbage heap. He
found love wherever he went.
The work is a chronological diary
of the people Peter and Barbara met
and the places they saw on the
second
of peter's
peter
left New York on October 3 1973 to
by
find himself and his
wallring across America. He met
Barbara jopenneu in New Orleans.
They were married in February of
1976. Peter's first volume of the
Journey, A wall A~~~~~ America,
covered the events of his walk up to
the point of their marriage. m e
westbegins at their wedding
and ends when they reach the
Pacific Ocean on January 18, 1979.
The only evident weaknesses are
m Peter's chronological ordering.
Readers may tend to become bored
reading his day to day accounts.
The flashback technique is not used
m this work. The reader is completely lost at one point when Peter

reversiorder fr6ceiient to twoweeks past. 'Ihe reader is forced to
refer to preceding chapters to find Herman offers
out the time frame to which he is
referring.
The description in this book is
excellent. He uses adjectives in a helpful hints
series and metaphors and similes to
paint what he saw. He described a
Colorado Rocky Mountain winter,
By MARTHA RITCH
Winter in the heart of the Rocky If you do a lot of travelling and
Mountains had nothing to do with eating out in Alabama, you might
a clock or hours. It had everything find Hungry Moore's Eatlng Out in
Alabama helpful.
to
mth winds and
W1thdreamy*
nights in your
and
days when your
cheeks turn red as cranberries. hundred restaurants in the state.
this, the reader Can Important information such as price
range, dress code, type of food
comprehend the timelessness
m t e r . He can feel the biting, served, working hours, atmosphere,
He describes people and location is all included as part of
like "Preacher" Hebertof Westlake, hls list.
m u r i , a tall, dark Cajun who ~h~ idea of creating a restaurant
e
in
ptched professionally for the St. guide came to him w ~ working
and hunted
North Alabama at lunchtime. me
m the bayous. He helps us feel the place where he chose to eat had
*~resslon Barbara felt when she turned into a dress shop. After that
almost q u t the walk We feel mident, he decided to travel around
Peter's ecstasy when he finds out andanonymously eat at andobserve
that Barbara is pregnant. We feel as many restaurants in Alabama as
the encouragement that Milo Franks he could.
Herman's only crede ntials for
gave to the middle of the Cascade
Mmtains. Finally, we are made being a restaurant critic come from
m,just as Peter and Barbara were, working in a butcher shop for two
years during college, serving K.P.
when the walk tinally
duty in the army, and owning a large
Peter's
walk is
Symbolic of a journey in which cookbook collection.
everyone must participate, tmause Eating Out in Alabama is not a
every person has to come to terms revlew of area restaurants, as such.
with himself and his Sux'I'OUndings. It is, as it claims to be, a listing of
He shows us that we can overcome some of the places the author has
"the obstacles that face us, no mat experienced and his opinion of them,
&r how overwhelming they .we. along with information for potential

Fish Dinner
Only $2.99
Treat yourself to our 3.Piece Fish Dinner.. . three big, crispy
fish fillets, golden fryes, fresh coleslaw and two crunchy hushpuppies
Special price good for a limited time only.

Only at: Pelham Road, Lenlock Center &
618 Quintard Ave., Anniston
Not valid with any other coupon or discount

LONG
JOHN SILVEKS.
SEAFOOD SHOPPES

guests. Herman does make comThe only restaurant from
ments on his particular tastes but Jacksonville included is The Village
does not compare one place with Inn. It is desmibed as being a
another or one food with another.
favorite of students from the nearby
The book lists the restaurants university and being "nestled in the
alphabetically by cities. Ab- foothills of the Appalachian
breviations are used in the Mountain Range." Herman ends
statistical information listings this particular entry with "The
which are at times confusing, but it Village Inn is home style country
is valuable to know whether or not a cooking at its best." Sure, he uses
place accepts credit cards and creative writing in his descriptions,
whether reservations are needed.
but they are at least accurate.
I
I

After viewing a rough cut of the new Zanuck-Brown production
"COCoon," Twentieth Century Fox has repositioned the motion picture's
national release date from July 19 to June 21. In making the announcement, Thomas Sherak, President, Domestic Distribution and
Marketing,stated "The studio'senthusiasm for 'Cocoon' is so great that we
have prevailed upon the filmmakers to accelerate their post-production
schedule in order to take advantage of an earlier summeropening.
"Cocoon" is currently in post-pohction under the supervision of
producers Richard D. Zanuck, David Brown and Lili Fini Zanuck and
director Ron Howard, with extensive special effects work underway at
George Lucas' Industrial Light and Magic facility in San Hafael,
California. "Cocoon," which completed principal photography last
summer, was shot on location inst. Petersbur~.Florida and the Bahamas.
"Cocoon" is the story of visitors from a distant galaxy who return to
earth to retrieve a secret hidden on the ocean floor thousands of years
before. Produced by the Zanuck-mown Company,("Jaws," "The Sting"
and "The Verdict," among other notable films) and directed by Ron
Howard,( "Night Shift',' "Sp1ash'~'Oocoon's"produmshave assembled an
exceptional cast that brings together talented young performers and some
of this country's most distinguished stage ana screen actors.
Stanrig ih "Cocoon" (in alphabetic order) are Don Ameche, Wilford
Brimley, Hume Crmyn, Brian Dennehy, Jack Gilford, Steve Guttenberg,
Maureen Stapleton, Jessica 'randy, Gwen Verdon, Herta Ware and Tahnee
welch.
I
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Cain's cars come to life as stars
By CATHY ADAMS
Her office looks like that of any
other librarian, lots of books, plenty
of pens, papers and plants. One
would never guess that inside lurks a
woman who names her cars after
people and has a passion for Woody
Allen films.
h d a Louise Cain, the third floor
librarian, is one of the wittiest
faculty members on campus. Her
low-toned humor never ceases to
make for interesting conversation
whether it's about reference books
or forsign films.
Origmally from Jefferson County,
Mss Cam earned her undergraduate
degree here at JSU with a major in
hclstory and an m o r in Sociology.
At the same time she worked as a
student assistant in the history
department. From here she went on
to the Umversity of Texas at Austin
to attend graduate school. Linda has
the kmd of love for Austin that only
the stoutest football fans reserve for
thew favorite teams. "When I die, I
hope I go to Austin," she said. She
fondly recalled the good times spent
m Austm. She and hiends went to
the opera, plays and to lots of movies
where she claims she, "caught up on
all the films I missed in a lifetime.
m l e working at the Texas State

hbrary, she applied for a job at
Jacksonville's Houston-Cole
bbrary. Linda says she didn't hear
a word from Jacksonville for two
years. 'laen one day she received a
call asklng her to come to work here
so she accepted. That was ten years
ago.
Linda says she likes her job
though she admits she does not have
a very "exciting" floor. Over the
years some interesting articles have
been found in the building. "I have a
blah tloor. I Wd bubblegum and
that is my life. "
bnda enjoys helping students with
reference work. She says it is a lot
hke being a detective. One has to
search out little bits of information
from various sources then put them
all together. One student located a
book needed for a term paper but the
btle page was missing which contams mformation needed for the
bibliography. Having processed the
book a few days before, Miss Cain
happened to remember all the vital
information the student needed.
h d a said she really gets a kick out
of seeing the astonished looks on
faces when she recites authors,
dates, publishers, and the like. Then
(See CAIN, Page 16)

People, education, low-his

Linda Coin
Nothing pleases Linda more than showing off Ingrid the swinging door of some old jalopy when an ladifferent
when she thinks it is safe. Not for money will she drive owner rushes lnto the library for a book. The lady is
Ingrid on campus for fear "she" will be caught in traffic unbelievable.
and suffer a bump or scratch or worse be victimized by

life

Dr. Starling is more than the average teacher
By ROY WILLIAMS
Dr. Shelby Lamar Starling, Jr.,
better known as Mickey, is quite a
farmliar figure in the College of
Crmnal Justice. Having been an
associate professor at Brewer Hall
since September of 1977, he has
dedicated much of his time and
energy to conveying to others a
better understanding of the criminal
justice system.

courtroom irnmenselyquestioning
witnesses and presenting evidence,
establishing strategy and tactics,
rnakmg objections and determining
motives. I enjoy the criminal justice
side of the legal system mainly
because you actually get to participate extensively in the
prevention of crime." Although
Starling began the law practicing
aspect of criminal justice, he now
enjoys researching, speaking to
groups, and teaching criminal
justice courses more than going to
court to solve cases.

A former student, Otficer Pearl
Wiharns, describes him as much
more than a teacher, referring to
tun as "an honest and caring friend
to those in need, whether it be inside
Starling teaches several unor outside the classroom." Having dergraduate and graduate courses
been lnvolved in law entorcement 'in crmnal law, criminal procedure,
for many years, Dr. Starling has and other aspects of criminal
developed several strong opinions justlce. However, it is his course in
about certaln aspects of criminal crmnal courts that is most enjoyable to him. "1 enjoy it
justice.
tremendously because it not only
deals with the participants in the
Starling is originally from Moncourt system, but allows the
tgomery, Alabama, but presently
lives in Anniston. He received his students to experience it themselve.
undergraduate education and law We actually stage a mock trial in
schooling at the University of whlch I am the judge and they serve
Alabama in the 1960's. He received as the defense counsel, the
his Juris-doctorate degree in 1972; prosecutors, the arresting officers,
and , after taking the bar the witnesses, the defendent, and the
examination, he was admitted to jurors. They really seem to really
practice law in Alabama. After a get a better understanding out the
few years in the legal core of the class," he added.
Umted States Army as a prosecutor
What qualities are necessary to be
and defense attrney, he came to
successtul m crlmmal ~ustice'!
JSU.
When asked how he decided to Starlmg explamed, "I think the most
become a lawyer, Starling an- important quality m law enswered, "I have always liked forcement is that you have to be the
crimi;ial, law ,an,d enjoyed the +d ot,person who hkes to help other
. , . ,, ,,,. .
., ,,.

people. You are in constant contact
with the public, often at times when
life is least pleasant for them. Law
enforcement is a service oriented
profession, providing relief, not only
for crime but also for social
problems. Police officers are the
first line in community assistance to
~dividuals who are in need of
shelter or food, who are overcome
with drug problems, and those who

Dr. Starling
have alcohol problems.
Starling added that other essential
qualities are sound judgement and
common sense. "You have to be a
reasonable person who thinks things
through
carefully
before
proceeding," he said. "You must
.
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consider all the alternative courses adopted capital punishment,
of action and the possible results of arguments have arisen stating both
those action. And you have to be a the pros and cons of the issue. Dr.
person who enjoys a challenge - Starlmg mentioned that he also has
mxed feehgs on the subject.
trying to prevent crime.
"Capital punishment is an ancient
Surveys have shown that concept that has been traditionally
Americans are becoming more and applied in certain situations
more concerned about crime in worldwide," he said. "The United
America. In fact, many Americans States is one of the few nations that
feel that the rate of crime is in- still uses the death penalty, although
crezsing more than the rate of we are very strict in what kind of
convictions. Starling disagrees, crlrnes we can use it for - it has to be
"Official crime statistics indicate aggravated murder.
that as a whole our major crime rate
Dr. Starling noted a few of the
is actually decreasing over previous
years.
But because of the positive aspects of capital punishtremendous increase in crime ment. "It does deter some crime;
during the '60's and '701s,we are not however it has only on isolated efback at what most Americans fect. It keeps the person who was
consider to be an acceptable level. executed from killing again, but we
And recent statistics from the don't know whether it has an effect
Alabama Dept of Correction in- on the general public. What law
dlcate that we are incarcerating officials hope is that it will prevent
more people than ever before; our the hitmen who are killing for protit.
And finally, it may serve as a form
prisons are filled up.
of societal revenge and retribition.
Why do people feel that the crime Its often what the people want and
rate is increasmg so much more might be better than people taking
today? Starlmg remarked, "It may the law into their own hands.
be that our society is more aware of
He then listed the negative aspects
crune now because the media does a
of
capital punishment. "Whether
much better job of presenting it.
Crrme is kont-page news; you see it unintentional or intentional it
every day on television and hear it sometimes has a tendercy to be
on the radio. It is a newsworthy dlscrirninatory it is imposed much
item- when someone is raped or more on blacks than whites and on
mugged, it causes fear m all of us men than women; it also bothers me
and we tend to worry more about that having a lot of money can affect
the type of justice you receive. Most
cr me.
(See STARLING, Page 16)
Ever s m c ~the United States
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Spring is in the air

Starling

(Continued From Page 15)
ot the detendants don't have the support, but not act asthe pohce. On tremendous amount of respect for
tunds to hire top lawyers, private the other hand the pubhc has a right the aversity, his co-workers, and
ByDEBBLE (;OCGANS
investigators and experts. The to detend and protect themselves, hs students. ~ r Starlmg's
.
sincere
Sprmg is here and with lt have come
Of love which seem to
death penalty is often mconsistent in their t m l i e s , an thew property.
de&catlon
to
justlee
1s
huly
an
permeate the hearts and rmnds of many people.
that not everyone who c o m t s a However, we must remember that a a r a b l e quahty needed by all
Everywhere you turn, people are longlng to feel the sunshine On their brutal murder gets the death sen- human llte is more lrnportant than Americans.
taces and !t is getmg harder and harder to stand being cooped Up inside. tence. There ha,e been cases where anythlng else in society and should
for
innocent men have been convicted be taken only as a last resort and s ~ ~ ' ' ~ ~ l d ~ j 5 and
q~&~20
Spring brings flowers, warm temperatures and
breezes at night and executed. And finally, 1 do not then
only
if
absolutely
necessary.
If
whch rejuvenate in people, an appreciation for beauty.
know if we are producing a better Bernhard Goetz were defending
ThIS appreciation for beauty 1s Usually followed by a yearrling to share society by putting people to death fumself,he was justified. We are not , ~ a ~ ~ ~ s ; ~ 1 2 5 0and Honda M B 5 for sale,
these good feelings with someone else. These desires have been termed because they killed someone 1 am sure of the facts yet, so it is unclear
throughout the ages by many people as "spring fever.
not sure that teaches anyone not to what really happened. However, if
"Spring fever" is a disease that can spread to epidemic proportions in use violence.
he was stalking those teenagers and
almost no time at all.
Starlmg also shared his views on went Out looking for them, he was
'I'his disease brings about mating in many species and homosapians are the Bernhard Q e t z case in New Unjustified. I really hope the public
no exception. Male and female mating Calls can be heard and it seems that York. "I think the public is and will not see this in terms of let's all
everyone is pairing 08.
important support group for law be a Bernhard W t z I do not believe
Starry eyed couples can be found taking evening walks, holding hands, enforcement, but should leave en- he is an adrmrable figure.
golng on plcnics and thoroughly enjoying each other's company.
forcement of the law tc
Dr.Starling's future plans are to
Yes, spring is here so if you are not already paired with a mate, never professionals, 1 do not like the idea continue studying and teaching
fear. Love ~sin the air and "spring fever" is taking its toll.
of vigilantism. ' h e public should criminal justice; however, he would
like to practice l a w a little more
also. -1 don't have as much time to
Cain
(Continued t‘rom Page 1s)
devote to a law practice as I used
again, familiarity with the materials Lena Horne in "The Lady and Her government in botanical ex- to,'' he said. "But I enjoy teaching
Music" and insists that after leaving perimentation. She achieved this in and don't think I will ever want t0 do
is part of the job.
In recent years, Linda has enjoyed the theatre she was a definite Lena her very own office. She began anything else. I like students, in
tossing her exha boiled
water fact, 1 believe that we have some of
traveling to various countries such Horne fan.
as England, France, Spain and
s e confessed that her heart throb on an unidentified plant which sits in he best
here.
will
Italy. Tfiis year she sacrificed her
~ i m
~~l~ whom she saw perform the m d o w . "It went beserk," she actually tell You when they are going
vacation for,anew car which she has 1n the play "Barnurn." Because of sad. It grew from an ordinary to mss a
are very
named after Ingrid Bergrnan. She her enthusiasm a friend jokingly potted plant to a horticultural cooperative and
cowcalls it Ingrid Volvo. Her old car is
wonder. ' h e limbs are growing out tea" about everything. Everyone
the cabinet like associated with the College of
N~~~ ~ ~ NO^~ wanting
d . to part suggested that she be chained to her and
with an old friend, she has kept char during the show.
a
She continued the boil& Criminal Justice, from Dean
Nancy to drive back and forth to Being a devoted Woody Men fan water practice and recently came 'lhomas Barker On down, is wellwork. Naturally such high caliber is hai-d on a person when the area in upon an article about Russian wallhed and hard-working. Inis is
atmosh~ere to
automobiles have character and she whch they live offers so little in the scientists who had conducted ex- Just a
takes very good care of them.
more bizarre cinemaic arts. When periments. The gases have been
In.
However, she did take her annual asked "What do you do for fun'!" she eliminated and they can utilize it
~ r Shelby
.
Starling is quite an
four day trip to New York just after replied, "I go to work." It must be. more efficiently. And just think, interesting man to talk to. He is a
Christmas. . While there she saw She's already ahead of the Russian hnda Cain knew it all along.
devoted family man who holds a
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elua will. be posted at THE CROSSROADS and at HAT2 every three days. W you have any questions contact your
COORS Campus Rep. Tim Mason at 435-4270. Good luck on your hunt!
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COORS SllUER BULLET
Watch for specials in local bars and ~roceries.
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Take M e Out To The Ole Ballgame

IWIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN

5 Grand Prize Winners
Free Mesquite Burger, Order
Of Fries & 16 Oz. Fountain Pepsi
Each Week For 1 Year

1000 One Man On Base Winners
-

Win 16 Oz. Fountain Pepsi

400 Two Men On Base Winners
-

Win Free Slice Of Pizza

100 Three Men On Base Winners
-

Win Order Of Cheese Nachos

CUbberd

aI*,a,l

t~ lrbqred~enti Far PlzZall by Pepe

(Freshly Made)
Cooked T o Order In 5 Minutes

59'
SPECIAL
12"Deep Dish
ByTheSlice

Cheese & Pepperoni Pizza

I
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is ideas remain relative
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Sciences in 1921, Einstein said, "One reason wjly
mathematics enjoys spegal esteem, above all other
19thcentury,had and continues to have a very large and sciences, is that its propositions are absolutely certain
profound effect on the 20th century world.
and indisputable, while those of all other sciences are to
Growing up in Germany, Einstein was educated at some extent debatable and in constant danger of being
techinical schools in Munich and Switzerland.
overthrown by newly discovered facts.
Pubhcation of Einstein's early Scientificarticles led to
In 1921 Einstein received the Nobel prize for physics
lus appointment as professor of theoretical physics at and his writings include The meaning of Relativity,
the University of Zurich. After his teaching experiences Builders of the Univkrse, and The E V O ~ U ~ I of
O ~Physics,
at Zurich, he became director of the Kaiser Wilhelm coauthored with Leopold Infeld.
Instituteof Physics. He was later ntuned as a member of
Before his death in April of 1955, Einstein, a prolific
the Prussian Academy of Sciences.
saentific writer, wrote many profound books and arWith Adolf Hitler's coming to power in Germany in tlcles which continue to have a great influence on
1933, Einstein left his homeland for the United States. society. One of these, in particular, on education,
once m the United States, he received an appointment at published in the October 5,1952, issue of THE NEW
the Institute for Advanced Study in PrimXton, New YORK TIMES stated, "It is not enough to teach man a
Jersey.
specialty. Through it he may become a kind of useful
Einstein's theory of relativity, for whch he is best machine but not a harmoniously developed personality.
known, completely revised the then elcisting concepts of It wessential that the student acquire an understanding
fundamentaluniversal laws and opened the door to the of and a lively feelingfor values. He must acquire a vivid
sense of the beautiful and of the morally good. Otherwise
atomic age.
Elnstein devoted the majority of his life to the study of he with his specialized knowledge more closely
mathematics and physics and the advancement of these resembles a well-trained dog than a harmoniously
saences. In a lecture betore the Prussian Academy of developed person.
Since you waited so long to be seats seem to invite you inside.
~~@t,
wh,
of this
how
time, outside
everyttung has to be perfect. NO temperature, radio station. m.
longer will you settle for an AM amount of fuel, and RPM'S. AU of
rado mth no tane deck or the this information is, literally,
By ANDY GOGGANS
Born in March of 1879,Albert Einstein, a product of the

New ca rs a re
everything

,
,
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Flying can be exciting
By DEBBIE GOGGANS
In this day and time it is hard to imagine that there are so many people
who have never traveled by air. W e of these people have never even seen
the inside of an airplane.
Businessmen are very likely to be in New York in the morning and then
in Los Angeles for a business dinner that same day. All this frequent
national travel, not to mention international, is made possible by airplanes.
Therefore it seems StI'ange that there are still people who have never
engaged in this type of transportation.
As time passes, more and more people are becoming interested in finding out what traveling by plane is all about.
One's first experience with this kind of travel could bring about many eye
opening Situations.
For instance,one fact that many people discover is that all stewardesses
are not five foot seven, model meet female beauties. Actually, some of
them are not very pretty at all, and to the delight of women passengers,
some stewardesses are men.
Another illUsi0n that first-time airplane passengers may have is that
they will Surely regurgitate when the airplane leaves the ground. This
usually does not happen. Of course, passengers fR!~uentlyfeel a bit queasy
but soon this feeling passes.
by plane is not so bad at all. The
Actually most people find that
in fact, is where new passengers have the most difficulty,There is
the problem of finding the right airplane terminal, having baggage
Checked, findingthe right gate a d getting there on time, and having carry
baggage x-rayed which inevitably to one's embarrassment has to be
opened and searched. Also at w
r
t
s there are almost as many conveyances to ride as at an imusernent park. ~ f t e ar person rides moving
sidewalks, escalators, elevators, and trams, he has a ri@t to get sick on

. -*,
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Sports

comes t r u eI*I.
Gamecocks' 74-73 victory gives them the title
BY STEVE CAMP
"It was a ,dream come true,"
declared a beaming Robert
Spurgeon as a national television
camera zoomed in on his 6'5" frame.

The Roberts, Spurgeon and Guyton, hammered the boards. Spurgeon
had 8 offensive rebounds.

Could this be true?
Yes, boys and girls, you can open
your eyes now. You haven't been
dreaming.
The
Jacksonville
State
Gamecocks defeated South Dakota
St'ate University, 74-73, Saturday in
Springfield Mass. and are basketball's Division II National Champions.
Trailing by swen points, 71-64,
with only 2:07 remaining in the
game, Jax State found a way for one
more bit of magic. Two minutes and
five seconds later, senior Earl
"Gus" Warren canned a pair of
freethrows and the celebration
began.
"We always tind a way to make
things happen at the end," said an
emotional Jacksonville head coach,
Bill Jones.
"Winning wouldn't have meant
the same if we hadn't done it like we
did," said Jones' chief assistant,
James Hobbs.
But for the Gamecocks, this
season was win, win, win,no matter
how they did it.
The title game gave the
Gamecocks their 3lst consecutive
victory and a 31-1 record. Barring
whatever happens in the two Div. I
tournaments, Jacksonville has the

longest current winning streak of
any college basketball team in
America and will have the best
record will,all divisions combined.
Simply put, the Gamecocks
refused to quit, ever. It was that
tenacity that won the ball game and
stunned the Jackabbits of South
Dakota State.
Even ESPN's sceptical commentator Dick Vital was impressed
by the Gamecocks.
The Gamecocks saw a tirst-half
lead of nine points slide down the
tubes in the second half. But they
regathered themselves and came
roaring back when the contest hung
in the balance.
Going into the title game, Jax
State h e w what they would first
have to do if they were going to
rejoice afterward stop the Jack's
6'8" center Mark Tetzloff who had
scored 32 points the night before.
They didn't stop him completely,
but they did get South Dakota's top
scorer into foul trouble.
When Tetzlotf left the contest on
toui eliXninati0n in the h a l two
minutes, the Jackrabbits never got
off another field goal attempt until
Mark Schultz' meaningless dunk at
the final horn.
After controlling the boards in the
opening half, Jacksonville's
downfall started on the glass. In the
final half, SDSU controlled the
rebounding and the game for most of
the 20 minutes.
It is no wonder that senior guard

-

Melvin Allen led the Gamecocks (20
points and Vital's "All-Blur"
Team). But it was the inside play of
Robert Spurgeon a d the freethrow
shooting of Earl Warren that made
the final ciifference.
Spurgeon pumped in 15 points.
But the Cedartom Ga. junior's
biggest contribution was nine
rebounds, eight of which canie on
the offensive end.
After getting only three points the
night before, "Gus" Warren came
alive at the foul line on this night.
Warren had 13points, and was 9 of 10
from the charity stripe.
Pat Williams' 12 points and tough
defense cannot be overlooked either.
South Dakota followed Tetzloff
who totaled 21 points on the evening.
Schultz added 1 4 and Derrick
Wordlaw piled up twelve.
Jax State appeared to be in control
in the first half. Robert Guyton hit a
jumper to make it 54 in the opening
two minutes and the Gamecocks
never trailed again in the first half.
But Jax State could never put
SDSU away, despite a'. nine~oint
cushion at 29-20 with 6:55 remaining
before the break. The Jacks kept
hanging around and cut the advantage down to 40-35 at the half.
Jacksonville saw their lead
dissolve like ice in hot water at ,the
beginning of the final period. South
Dakota opened with four points and
was banging on the door, 4039 with
18:50toplay. (See CHAMPS,Page 23)

Abbott's men wade thrlough schedule
By MARK HOPPER
When it rains, it pours. If you don't
believe it, just ask Coach Rudy
Abbott and his Gamecock
baseballers. The past week proved.
disappointing to the team, who lost 5
of the last 9, dropping their record to
1&11-1on the season.
Despite the string of losses, the
Gamecocks do possess several
bright spots. Rightfielder Robert
Duncan ignited his bat against
Kalarnazoo, Michigan, in a 17-2
victory for Jacksonville. Duncan hit
a pair of homeruns, 2 grand slams in
3 days, and drove in 8 of his teammates to secure the win. The
foliowing day against Sanford,
Duncan went 4-5 at the plate, picking
up 3 RBI's to give him 25 on the
season, tying freshman Stewart Lee
whoalso has 25 for tops on the team.
Outfielder Philip Braswell has hit
extremely well for the Gamecocks
t h s season. His .430 batting average
leads the team.
The Gamecocks began a 4 game
series with Shorter College Tuesday,
March 19, and lost the first three
contests b ~ f o r e regrouping to
troun,ce Shorter: 17-2 in the f i p l ,
%

T

game of the series.
Action improved for Jacksonville
as they swept Kalamazoo 80 in the
first game of a twinbi and banged
out 11hits, led by Chris Garmon with
a perfect 4 4 outing, to take the
rughtcap 1 2 2 in action at University
Field, Friday.
Saturday the Gamecocks traveled
to Birmingham for a single game
w?th Samford University. Senior Jay
Stephens had an excellent outing for
Jax State allowing 4 hits and striking
out 10 to earn his second win of the
year a s Jacksonville rolled to an
easy 8 2 victory. Hitting star Duncan
was 4-5 with 3 RBI's.
Sunday Jax State played host to
Big 10Conference power house Ohio
State Buckeyes for a Zgame
series. Coach Abbott cornmented
before the game "Ohio State came
down last year and beat every team
they played by 10 or 12 runs. They
WIU probably have the best team
we'll face this year, along wjth
Auburn."
Ohio State used a walk, wild pitch,
and 2 singles to score 2 runs in the
seventh inning to take a close 6-4
victory Sunday afternoon.

Bill Idvrich gets the "high-five" after scoring a m for the Gamecocks.
\

.
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Jacksonville
Biskets 'N' Burgers
Mesquite Grille
Has Arrived

Opening April 1st
Conveniently Located In Cloud's Cubberd Convenience Store Near Jar State Campus

-

store ours: 7:00 A.M. 11 :00 P.M.
4Reasons For Yall To Visit Us!

1.We make our Biskets from scratch and add d o t more Buttermilk t o give you that
true taste of Buttermilk Biskets. Then we add your favorite fixing- Sausage, Ham
or Bacon t o your Bisket.

2 .We streamlined our menu to just four Quality Burgers, 1 French Fry and two size
Fountain Beverages, thewfore we minimize our cost to give you a Quality Hamburger
at a lower price.

I.

3.we're not fancy -just good. We Bag our Food in plain ole White Bags. Don't give you

fancy pictures or Logos on our Fountain Cups, but we do give
you a 16 OZ. Fountain
Beverage for 3 3 and a 32 OZ. Fountain ~ e v e m for
~ e 66*-and that's not all. We don't
even fill the cup full of ice.

4. We added a Drive Thru for your convenience-ant

that's not the end. We guarantee
Faster Service than those Fast Food Big Boys and will never ask you t o Drive t o the
side and wait for your order. Because we only have t o worry about Fixing 4 different
Burgers, 1French Fry and a Fountain Beverage.

Serving Biskets 7:00 A.M.-1 1:00 A.M.

Biskets 33'
Buttered Bisket 33"
Sausage N Bisket 59' 2 199'
Sausage-Egg N Bisket 69'
Ham N Bisket 59' 2 199'
Ham-Egg N Bisket 69'
Bacon-Egg N Bisket 69'
Hashbrowns 33'
Orange Juice 33'
Blueberry Muffins 33'
Small Coffee (12OZ.)33'
Large Coffee( 32 or)66'

I

I

Serving Burgers 10:OO A.M.-11:00P.M.

Burgers 99'
Mesquite Burger 99'
Cheese Mesquite Burger 1.14
Double Mesquite 1.79
Double Cheese Mesquite 1.99
Burgers Served With Lettuce, Tomato
Onions, Mustard, Ketchup And Mayo

French Fries 33C
16 Oz. Fountain Pepsi 33'
32 Oz.'Fountain Pepsi 66'
Yall Come BYAnd See US Inside
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Ohio State opens season aqainst young Jax State
Ohio State starting pitcher, Chris "K'ed"four of his five trips to the
as they prepared to take on Auburn
Jones,
mowed down the Jax State plate.
on Wednesday.
But in the other dugout, it was the
Gamecocks' head coach, Rudy order for seven innings. Jones
Abbott wasn't exactly elated at what recored thirteen strikeouts while difference between night and day.
The Buckeyes jumped on
he saw his squad do. He had his allowing only four hits and two
Jacksonville pitching for 13 hits
players stay after the contest for walks.
"Control has been my problem in inroute to their eleven runs. Leadoff
additional fielding practice
the past," said the Buckeye junior hitter Jay Dolan led the way as he
following the game.
While Abbott may have felt his righthander following the contest. piled up three hits in four at-bats and
troubles were with the glove, the "My goal coming into the season scored four runs.
After surrendering two runs in the
Gamecocks did little with the bat to was to cut down on walks. I did that
tonight, but there's still a lot of first, Jax State starting pitcher
help the cause.
games left for me to pitch this James Preston seemed to be settling
, season."
down. The Gamecocks got two of
1
In all, Jacksonville could manage their own in the bottom of the first on
only five hits on the night. They only a double by Stewart Lee that
(Continued from Page ~ 2 )
had ten baserunners on the long brought Pat Ammirati home.
This team had guts.
D.T. Thomas followed with a
evening.
Strikeouts continued to be the single that scored Lee from second.
Robert Spurgeon played on battered knees all year. He played with a
thorn in the sides of the Gamecocks. Jax State grabbed a 3-2 lead in the
severely damaged eye and an ankle swollen to the size of a grapefruit.
Every man who batted for Jax State second when Phil Braswell took
Earl Warren piayed when he was on the verge of the flu. Kelvin Bryant
went down on strikes at least once, Jones downtown for a solo homerun.
gutted it out in the South regional h a 1 after he had nearly broken his ankle
But the luxury of the advantage
with the exception of Phil Braswell,
less than 24 hours earlier. When the chips were down, this bunch sucked it
D.T. Thomas, and pinchhitter Bill was short-lived a s Ohio State
up.
jumped back in the third. Three hits
hvrich.
Most of all, this team had humility.
Leadoff man Domie McKeever accounted for two runs, the big one

BY STEVE CAMP
Just like the Union army did in the
Civil War, a team from the north
swept through the south Monday
night and had things pretty much
their way.
The Ohio State Buckeyes handed
the Jax State Gamecocks an 113
lesson in baseball at University
Field and recorded their second win
of the season in as many tries.
Jacksonville'srecord fell to 1b11-1

a

Iearn

I

I

Though they ran almost every team off the floor, you never saw a Jax
State player or coach disgrace the opposition. When the final horn sounded, the Gamecocks shook their opponents' hands and wished them luck.
Never did you see one of the Jacksonville bench players whine or moan
about not getting to play as much as they surely would have liked. True,
they could have gone to other schools and played much more, but they
didn't. They were winners and wanted to associate with winners.
After a fantasy-like string of 31 wins, these men have brought
Jacksonville its first ever National Championshipin a major sport.
But as the old saying goes, all good things must come to an end, and this
season is no exception.
It has ended as quickly as it began, and the final two minutes of the
championship game was a testimony for the entire year. Whatever it took,
whenever it was needed, Jax State was able to produce it.
For that reason alone, these guys are champions. Gentlemen, walk
proud.

I

Champs

(Continued from Page 20)

Robert Guyton was charged with hit at 9:29 bringing the score to 57-56,
hls third foul at 17:02. He picked up Jacks.
After six more lead changes,
his fourth at 8:17 and had to sit and
SDSU gained a surge and went up 85
suffer until late in the contest.
The Jackrabbits reclaimed the 62 at 5: 10, thanks again to Tetzloff.
South Dakota built it to 69-64 at
lead and the momentum at 1425 on
an offensive follow-up making the 226, and then upped it to 7164 with
only 2:07 remaining.
score 47-46.
The advantage then swung back
But then the Gamecocks sprang to
and forth like a pendulum. Allen hit life. Jacksonville patiently cona jumper for JSU making it 50-49, verted on their end of the floor and
Gamecocks.
forced the Jacks into a succession of
Five lead changes later, Tetzloff turnovers.

ALOTOF
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
S T M E D OUTAS
SECOND LIEUTENANTS.
Hotv can vou get the experience
you need to succeed in business?
These top executives started out
as Army officers Rlght out of college,
they were given the kind of responsibllity most people in c~vilianlife work
years for
If you begin your future as an
Army officer,vou could further your career plans.
Ho\v d o you become an Army
officer? A great way to get the training
you need is in Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that

wiU teach you leadership and management skius, and train you to handle real
challenges.
If you want to prepare for a
promising future in business, begin
your future as an Army officer, with
Army ROTC. You too might wind up a
captain of industry!

For more information, contact
any military science instructor at Rowe Hall.

@
JSU ARMY ROTC TAKE
CHARGE OF YOUR
FUTURE

bang a homer by first baseman Eric
Phaff.
The Buckeyes got four more in the
fourth as Preston was replaced by
freshman Mark Eskins.
Jax State's Thomas drove in the
Gamecocks' fourth run in the bottom
of the fifth with a double. Stewart
Lee came all the way around from
first to score on the play.
All was silent until the eighth when
Ohio State's Bill Morris rifled an
Eskins fastball into the trees behind
the right-field fence. That b r o w t
in three runs and ended the
Buckeyes scoring for the night.
Jacksonville tried to come back in
the bottom of the ninth, but it was too
little and too late.
hvrich reached first on an error
to start the inning. Braswell
followed with a double into the leftfield corner bringing in hvrich. But
Ohio State reliever Chris Durst
retired the next three Gamecocks in
order to end the game.

Black Enterprise Magazine

When Tetzloff made his departure,
so did the offense of SDSU. Trailing
by one, 7271, with the ball and 14
seconds to play, South Dakota never
got a shot up to the goal. Earl
Warren came up with a steal and
was fouled.
The senior calmly stepped to the
line and hit both ends of his oneandone giving the Gamecocks the
crown. Schultz' final slam dunk was
in vain as the time ran out.

Whoopee

I Saturday, March 30

1:00 P.M.
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~t

IM Field
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The American W a y
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Miller High Life Package Specials All Over Town!
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